82100

DETAHCABLE CORD SET, BRAZIL (BR2-10P TYPE PLUG) AND IEC60320 C-13 CONNECTOR, 10A 250V, BLACK, 2.5 METER. BRAZIL (INMETRO) APPROVED. NBR14136.

APPROVALS
INMETRO ✔
UL/BR ✔

CERTIFICATIONS
ROHS ✔

STANDARDS
NBR 14136 ✔
IEC 60320 ✔

SPECIFICATIONS:

1. OVERALL LENGTH: 2.5 METERS
2. CONDUCTORS: 1.0 mm<sup>2</sup> x 3 WITH IEC COLOR CODE (GREEN/YELLOW, BLUE, BROWN)
3. JACKET: H05VV, BLACK
4. PLUG: NBR14136 (BR2-10P), STRAIGHT, BLACK
5. CONNECTOR: IEC 60320 C-13, STRAIGHT, BLACK
6. RATED: 10 AMPERE 250 VOLT